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ABSTRACT
Processing-In-Memory (PIM) accelerators have the potential to ef-
ficiently run Deep Neural Network (DNN) inference by reducing
costly data movement and by using resistive RAM (ReRAM) for
efficient analog compute. Unfortunately, overall PIM accelerator ef-
ficiency is limited by energy-intensive analog-to-digital converters
(ADCs). Furthermore, existing accelerators that reduce ADC cost
do so by changing DNN weights or by using low-resolution ADCs
that reduce output fidelity. These strategies harm DNN accuracy
and/or require costly DNN retraining to compensate.

To address these issues, we propose the RAELLA architecture.
RAELLA adapts the architecture to each DNN; it lowers the resolu-
tion of computed analog values by encoding weights to produce
near-zero analog values, adaptively slicing weights for each DNN
layer, and dynamically slicing inputs through speculation and re-
covery. Low-resolution analog values allow RAELLA to both use
efficient low-resolution ADCs and maintain accuracy without re-
training, all while computing with fewer ADC converts.

Compared to other low-accuracy-loss PIM accelerators, RAELLA
increases energy efficiency by up to 4.9× and throughput by up to
3.3×. Compared to PIM accelerators that cause accuracy loss and
retrain DNNs to recover, RAELLA achieves similar efficiency and
throughput without expensive DNN retraining.
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• Computer systems organization→ Analog computers; Neu-
ral networks; • Hardware→ Emerging architectures.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Processing-In-Memory (PIM) is a promising solution to the high
compute and energy cost of Deep Neural Network (DNN) inference.
By computing in memory [34], PIM accelerators avoid expensive
off-chip movement of the DNN weights [59]. Furthermore, PIM ac-
celerators often utilize Resistive-RAM (ReRAM) devices and ReRAM
crossbars [5, 54, 56] for dense and efficient analog compute [34].

Unfortunately, while ReRAM crossbars can compute efficiently
and with high density, overall PIM accelerator energy is often dom-
inated by the analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) that read com-
puted analog values from crossbars. Due to ADC overhead, some
PIM accelerators [47, 54] do not significantly improve energy over
non-PIM accelerators [4] despite the opportunities in PIM.

Some prior works attempt to reduce this ADC overhead by re-
ducing the resolution of the ADC, which exponentially decreases
ADC energy [65]. Architectures often partition, or slice, the bits in
DNN inputs and weights into multiple lower-resolution slices and
compute with different slices in multiple steps [54]. Although sliced
arithmetic can use lower-resolution ADCs, ADCs must process the
results of each slice, so these strategies replace each high-resolution
ADC convert with multiple low-resolution ADC converts, and there-
fore ADCs still dominate overall energy.

Other PIM accelerators reduce ADC energy, but do so at the ex-
pense of DNN accuracy. Some designs prune DNNs [8, 26, 48, 75, 80]
to reduce DNNweight count, so we call these designsWeight-Count-
Limited. They reduce the computation count and ADC converts
required, but also introduce accuracy loss. Alternatively, other de-
signs use efficient lower-resolutionADCs to process high-resolution
analog values from crossbars [5, 7, 24]. We call these designs Sum-
Fidelity-Limited as the resolution difference reduces output fidelity
and introduces error. These architectures requantize DNNs to toler-
ate ADC resolution limitations, which again causes accuracy loss.

To reduce this accuracy loss, both Weight-Count-Limited and
Sum-Fidelity-Limited architectures retrain DNNs. This is a problem;
DNN training has a very high computational cost [43], can require
cumbersome hyperparameter tuning to achieve high accuracy [19],
and may be impossible if the training data is private [50, 62]. Fur-
thermore, cutting-edge DNNs often require particular training
schemes [6], which may not be compatible with the retraining
scheme required by an architecture.

To avoid accuracy loss without imposing retraining, we look
at fidelity limitations. We define fidelity as the ability of the ADC
to represent the full resolution of computed analog values. Ar-
chitectures lose fidelity and generate errors when the computed
analog value resolution is higher than the ADC resolution. Each
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DNN produces many distributions of analog values, and prior Sum-
Fidelity-Limited approaches modify DNNs to reshape these analog
value distributions to fit a resolution-limited ADC range. In con-
trast, we observe that we can reshape analog value distributions
with an adaptable architecture, rather than changing the DNN.

Using this key insight, we propose the RAELLA architecture to
enable efficient PIM inference without retraining. RAELLAmodifies
arithmetic and slicing, shaping computed value distributions to
produce low-resolution analog results. This allows RAELLA to use
efficient low-resolution ADCs while maintaining high fidelity and
low DNN accuracy loss. The main contributions of RAELLA are:

• Center+Offset encoding to accumulate more values in the
analog domain while keeping small, low-resolution sums.
Specifically, RAELLA shifts DNN weights to equalize the
average magnitude of the positive and negative weight slices
in each crossbar column. As analog-domain calculations are
accumulated, positive and negative results negate to produce
near-zero sums that can be converted with high fidelity.

• Adaptive Slicing of DNN weights at compilation time to
balance density, efficiency, and fidelity. Storing more bits
in each ReRAM device is denser and more efficient but cre-
ates higher-resolution analog values. For each DNN layer,
RAELLA adapts the number of ReRAM devices per weight
and the number of bits in each ReRAM device. This enables
RAELLA to use the densest and most efficient strategies pos-
sible while keeping computed analog values low-resolution.

• Dynamic Slicing of DNN input activations at runtime for
both efficient and high-fidelity computation. RAELLA spec-
ulates with an efficient strategy that processes with more
bits in each input slice. RAELLA detects and recovers from
incorrect results using a less efficient, higher-fidelity strat-
egy that processes inputs with more slices using fewer bits
each. This allows RAELLA to further reduce the number of
ADC conversions without reducing fidelity.

Compared to other low-accuracy-loss PIM accelerators [54],
RAELLA can both lower ADC resolution and run DNNs with up to
14× fewer ADC conversions without sacrificing fidelity.

We evaluate RAELLA on seven representative DNNs against
three state-of-the-art PIM accelerators. Compared to other low-
accuracy-loss PIM accelerators, RAELLA improves energy effi-
ciency by up to 4.9× (geomean 3.9×) and throughput by up to
3.3× (geomean 2.0×). Compared toWeight-Count-Limited and Sum-
Fidelity-Limited accelerators that require DNN retraining to recover
accuracy, RAELLA provides similar efficiency and throughput while
avoiding expensive DNN retraining.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
We first give a brief overview of DNN inference, Processing-In-
Memory (PIM), and slicing to lower the resolution of analog
operands. We then explore how ADCs limit PIM, how to reduce
ADC energy, and the limitations of prior approaches.

2.1 Deep Neural Network (DNN) Inference
Modern DNNs are dominated by matrix-vector operations in con-
volutional and fully connected layers [59]. For inference, 8-bit (8b)

Figure 1: Basic PIM crossbar. 1 2 × 2MVM. Each operand is a
single slice. 2 Energy breakdown of an ISAAC-based design.

per-channel quantized DNNs with 8b inputs/weights and 16b par-
tial sums (psums) are widely available and can achieve high accu-
racy [22, 25, 37, 51, 82]. RAELLA supports this type of quantization.

DNNs may have billions of multiply-accumulate operations
(MACs) over millions of weights [16]. This makes PIM an attractive
choice for DNN inference acceleration. PIM can operate directly
in weight memory to reduce data movement [5] and use Resistive-
RAM (ReRAM) for dense and efficient analog compute.

2.2 ReRAM Properties
The functional unit of PIM systems is the ReRAM crossbar. ReRAM
crossbars accelerate DNN layers by computing dense in-memory
matrix-vector multiplications. Furthermore, ReRAMs are small and
offer high storage density [45]. This density allows ReRAM-based
systems to store and run on-chip pipelines that compute DNN lay-
ers sequentially [54, 56] without costly accesses to off-chip mem-
ory [59]. A disadvantage of ReRAM is high write energy [34]. Write
cost is amortized in inference as ReRAM is nonvolatile, so written
weights can be reused for many inferences [54].

Fig. 1 shows a basic 2 × 2 matrix-vector multiplication executed
on a 2 × 2 ReRAM crossbar. A matrix of weights𝑊 is programmed
in the ReRAMs. Elements of the input vector 𝐼 are fed to digital-
to-analog converters (DACs), which convert the inputs to analog
values. Each ReRAM device multiplies the input on the row with
its programmed weight. Products are accumulated in each column
to produce analog column sums, which are converted by an analog-
to-digital converter (ADC) to produce the digital result 𝑆 .

ReRAMs have been shown to be programmable with up to 5b [1]
and 512×512 crossbars have been shown to compute up to 8b col-
umn sums [17] under analog noise limitations. These resolution
limits necessitate slicing to compute higher-resolution DNN layers.

2.3 Arithmetic with Slices
To run 8b DNN inference using lower-resolution devices, PIM ar-
chitectures partition, or slice, input and weight bits into input slices
and weight slices. A slice is a subset of bits from an operand, and
multiplying two slices yields a sliced product.

There are two types of slicing. Temporal slicing processes slices
in separate cycles (e.g., bit-serial being the extreme with one bit
per slice) and spatial slicing processes slices in separate ReRAMs
across parallel crossbar columns. In most PIM accelerators that
slice, temporal slicing is used for inputs and spatial slicing is used
for weights. We refer to a vector of weights and their slices as a
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Dot Product: 2b input 𝑖ℎ𝑖𝑙 · 2b weight𝑤ℎ𝑤𝑙

Sliced Input ✓ ✓
Sliced Weight ✓ ✓

Cycle Column
1 1 𝑖ℎ𝑖𝑙 ·𝑤ℎ𝑤𝑙 𝑖ℎ ·𝑤ℎ𝑤𝑙 𝑖ℎ𝑖𝑙 ·𝑤ℎ 𝑖ℎ ·𝑤ℎ1 2 - - 𝑖ℎ𝑖𝑙 ·𝑤𝑙 𝑖ℎ ·𝑤𝑙2 1 - 𝑖𝑙 ·𝑤ℎ𝑤𝑙 - 𝑖𝑙 ·𝑤ℎ2 2 - - - 𝑖𝑙 ·𝑤𝑙

Bits/MAC 4 2 2 1
Converts/MAC 1 2 2 4
Table 1: How Slicing Works & Tradeoffs. A 2b input/weight
aremultiplied and eachmay be sliced into two 1b slices. High
and low order bits are 𝑖ℎ,𝑤ℎ and 𝑖𝑙 ,𝑤𝑙 . Each column/cycle com-
putes the sliced product shown. More slices reduce bits/slice
and bits/MAC, permitting a cheaper, lower-resolution ADC.
However, cycles, columns, and ADC converts are needed to
process each slice. More slices increase ADC Converts/MAC.

weight filter if they are mapped to the same set of columns in one
crossbar and they contribute to one dot product for a DNN layer.

Table 1 shows an example of sliced arithmetic. Each weight slice
is mapped spatially to one crossbar column, while each input slice
is processed temporally in one cycle. For each column and cycle,
an ADC converts the column sum. The result is shifted and added
digitally, allowing PIM architectures to calculate full 16b psums
despite low-resolution analog limitations [14, 54].

Table 1 shows tradeoffs relating to slicing. Many costs in-
crease with more slices: each additional input slice increments
𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠/𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 while each additional weight slice increments
𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛𝑠/𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 . 𝐴𝐷𝐶 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑠 scales with the product of in-
put and weight slice counts. The benefit of more slices is that we
can use fewer bits per slice, thus reducing MAC resolution and
required ADC resolution. We can also decrease 𝐴𝐷𝐶 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑠 by
using larger crossbars that accumulate more analog values across
more rows, but this also increases the required ADC resolution.

2.4 ADCs Limit PIM Accelerators
Fig. 1 shows the power breakdown of an 8b PIM architecture based
on the foundational ISAAC [54]. PIM crossbars are dense and ef-
ficient, but are limited by ADC costs. Crossbars can compute 8b
MACs with < 100fJ, but overall energy is dominated by ADCs.
Crossbars are dense, but architectures can spend 5 [24] to 50 [54]
times more area on ADC than crossbars. Crossbars can compute
with high parallelism, scaling to 1024 rows [32], but the area and
energy of ADCs scale exponentially with resolution [65]. Prior
work has been limited to as few as 16 activated rows [75] to reduce
column sums and ADC resolution requirements.

As ReRAM is dense and low power, RAELLA trades off more
ReRAM for lower-resolution ADCs. Furthermore, by reducing
resolution, we use more crossbar rows/columns with less ADC
area/energy scaling. This higher parallelism yields higher through-
put and efficiency for the full RAELLA accelerator.

2.5 Reducing ADC Cost
To run efficient PIM inference, we must reduce ADC area and
energy. To do so, we present the Titanium Law of ADC energy.12

1Inspired by the Iron Law [68] and titanium-based ReRAM devices [13].
2While ADC energy is the focus here, a similar analysis can be performed for area by
substituting Converts/MAC with #ADCs/Throughput.

Table 2 shows the Titanium Law equation for ADC energy and
breaks down its factors. ADC energy is the product of four terms:

• Energy/Convert is determined by ADC efficiency and scales
exponentially with ADC resolution [65].3

• Converts/MAC is determined by the number of crossbar rows,
input slices, and weight slices.

• MACs/DNN is determined by the DNN workload.
• 1/Utilization corresponds to how many crossbar rows are
used by the DNN. A utilization of one means all rows used.

Given these factors, Table 2 shows how to reduce ADC energy
by changing hardware attributes. First, notice the tradeoff gener-
ated by Energy/Convert and Converts/MAC in the first/second rows
of the table. Although it may seem that slicing and resizing the
crossbar can directly reduce ADC energy, this approach has lim-
ited benefits. This is because, to reduce Converts/MAC, we must
either (1) increase the crossbar rows and compute more sliced prod-
ucts per ADC convert, (2) increase bits per weight slice, which
reduces the number of columns needed to store each weight and
reduces the number of ADC converts needed to process each col-
umn, or (3) increase bits per input slice, which reduces the number
of cycles required and ADC converts to process column sums over
all cycles. The limitation, however, is that in all cases we will ac-
cumulate larger and higher-resolution column sums. To preserve
fidelity, a higher-resolution ADC is needed, which increases En-
ergy/Convert and negates our benefits. The converse is true for
reducing Energy/Convert; preserving high fidelity requires increas-
ing Converts/MAC.

The final column of Table 2 shows the consequences of reducing
each of the Titanium Law terms. Of the six consequences, three
are ineffective for reducing ADC energy. Converts/MAC and En-
ergy/Convert trade off with each other. 1/Utilization cannot be re-
duced below one.

Architectures that reduce the ADC energy choose options that
end in the consequence Accuracy Loss or Retraining. Fig. 2
shows how these architectures change DNN operands and lose
accuracy. Weight-Count-Limited architectures, in the W○-marked
cells of Table 2, prune/reshape DNN weights to lower MACs/DNN.
Unfortunately, changing weights causes DNN accuracy loss unless
the DNN is retrained. On the other hand, Sum-Fidelity-Limited
architectures, in the S○-marked cells, use more rows, more bits
per input/weight slice, and low-resolution ADCs to reduce both
Converts/MAC and MACs/DNN. But because they generate large,
high-resolution column sums and use low-resolution ADCs, they
lose column sum fidelity. This creates errors in outputs and causes
accuracy loss unless the DNN is requantized and retrained.

Counterintuitively, 8b ADCs are not always sufficient for 8b-
quantized DNNs in Sum-Fidelity-Limited architectures. Psums are
16b after MACs of 8b inputs and weights, and high-accuracy linear
quantization strategies need the full 16b psum range [51, 69, 82],
so we would like all 16b to have high fidelity. Sum-Fidelity-Limited
architectures may generate > 8𝑏 column sums and capture them
with an 8b ADC. When the ADCs of these architectures lose bits
from column sums, they lose bits from the overall psum. This limits

3Energy/Convert can also be reduced with clever new ADC designs, but there is an
efficiency limit [35] due to analog noise. This requires innovations on both the ADC
and architecture sides.
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The Titanium Law: 𝐴𝐷𝐶𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦
𝐷𝑁𝑁

=
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡
× 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑠

𝑀𝐴𝐶
× 𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑠

𝐷𝑁𝑁
× 1

𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

Term
Hardware
Attribute How to Reduce Tradeoff Consequence

Energy/Convert ADC
Resolution

Reduce ADC
Resolution

Fewer Crossbar Rows or Bits/Slice High Converts/MAC
S○ Fidelity Loss, Psum Errors S○Accuracy Loss or Retraining

Converts/MAC Crossbar
Rows

Increase Crossbar
Rows or Bits/Slice

High-Resolution ADC High Energy/Convert
S○ Fidelity Loss, Psum Errors S○Accuracy Loss or Retraining

MACs/DNN # Weights Prune/Reshape Weights W○ Eliminated/Changed Weights W○Accuracy Loss or Retraining
1/Utilization Mapping Improve Mapping Flexibility Cost, Utilization ≤ 1 Limited Benefits

Table 2: The Titanium Law of ADC energy and how to reduce ADC energy components. Of the possible consequences, three
are ineffective, and three cause accuracy loss or require DNN retraining. Sum-Fidelity-Limited architectures choose S○ marked
cells and Weight-Count-Limited architectures choose W○ marked cells.

Architecture High-Cost
ADC

Limits
Weight
Count

Fidelity
Loss

Needs DNN
Retraining

ISAAC [54] Yes - - No
AtomLayer [47] Yes - - No
FORMS [80] No Yes - Yes
SRE [75] No Yes - Yes
ASBP [48] No Yes - Yes
TIMELY [24] No - High Yes
PRIME [5] No - High Yes
RAELLA No - Low No

Table 3: Comparison to prior works. Previous approaches pay
high ADC costs or use strategies that cause DNN accuracy
loss, requiring retraining to recover.

Figure 2: Loss-causing architectures alongside RAELLA. Al-
though they decrease Converts/MAC, Sum-Fidelity-Limited
architectures lose fidelity at the ADCs and force hardware-
restricted quantization. Weight-Count-Limited architectures
limit DNN weights. RAELLA’s arithmetic and slicing strate-
gies maintain high fidelity with low Converts/MAC.

high-accuracy quantization strategies to using only the subset of
bits that the hardware calculated, rather than the full 16b. This
hardware-enforced limitation can cause accuracy loss.

2.6 Motivation
Prior works combat accuracy loss by retraining DNNs. FORMS [80],
a Weight-Count-Limited architecture, achieves a 2.0× MACs/DNN
reduction on ResNet18 by pruning and retraining. TIMELY [24],
a Sum-Fidelity-Limited architecture, achieves up to a 512× Con-
verts/MAC reduction over [54] by using large crossbars and many
bits per input/weight slice. However, TIMELY also loses 16b of fi-
delity from each column sum and recovers accuracy with DNN

requantization and retraining. Table 3 shows a gap in recent PIM
works: some PIM architectures are inefficient and do not reduce
high ADC costs, while others that reduce ADC costs cause DNN
accuracy loss and retrain to compensate.

Retraining DNNs can be a challenge due to high computational
cost [43], cumbersome hyperparameter tuning [19], and the poten-
tial lack of access to training datasets [50, 62]. Additionally, highly
efficient DNNs such as highly-reduced-precision models [6, 9, 12]
often depend on their own training/quantization procedures. If an
architecture requires different training/quantization procedures,
it may be difficult or impossible to run these cutting-edge DNNs.
The motivation behind RAELLA is to deliver efficient inference and
avoid accuracy loss without retraining or modifying DNNs.

3 RAELLA: LOW RESOLUTION, HIGH
FIDELITY

To be efficient, we would like to reduce ADC resolution. But if
column sum resolution is greater than ADC resolution, we lose
fidelity and DNN accuracy. We identify three architectural tradeoffs
that create high-resolution column sums:

• More sliced products per ADC convert −→ fewer ADC con-
verts, higher-resolution column sums.

• More bits per weight slice −→ fewer weight columns, fewer
ADC converts, higher-resolution column sums.

• More bits per input slice −→ fewer input cycles, fewer ADC
converts, higher-resolution column sums.

Here, we give an overview of RAELLA’s strategies targeting
these three tradeoffs. We start with a baseline that uses a 512 × 512
crossbar and 4b input/weight slices. Shown in Fig. 3, this setup will
produce a very wide distribution of column sums that range from
zero to tens of thousands. It requires 17b to represent these column
sums. RAELLA’s strategies tighten the column sum distribution
until it can be represented with a signed 7b range of [−64, 64).

To capture this 7b range without losing fidelity, we set RAELLA’s
ADC to always capture the seven least-significant bits (LSBs) of
column sums. That is, if a single crossbar row is on and produces a
sliced product of one, the ADCwill read the column sum and output
the value one. This small step size preserves full fidelity for in-
range column sums.4 The drawback is that a small step size means
4This strategy contrasts with the approach of many Sum-Fidelity-Limited architectures,
which drop LSBs from computations [5, 7, 24] While dropping LSBs permits a lower
saturation chance, it also necessarily loses fidelity in every psum.
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Figure 3: Column sum distribution with each of RAELLA’s
strategies while running ResNet18 on ImageNet. RAELLA
reduces column sum resolution from 17b to 7b and reduces
ADC saturation rate from 98% to 0.1%.

a small range; the ADC saturates and loses fidelity if the column
sum is outside [−64, 64). With 4b input/weight slices, even a single
crossbar row can produce sliced products up to (24 − 1)2 = 225,
which would be saturated at 63. RAELLA must avoid saturation
while summing 512 rows at once.

By reshaping the column sum distribution, RAELLA’s strate-
gies reduce the probability of saturation to near-zero. This is
how RAELLA achieves high fidelity with a low-resolution ADC:
RAELLA’s ADC only loses fidelity if column sums are large, and the
following strategies make column sums small. For each strategy,
we report the ADC saturation rate running ResNet18 on ImageNet.

3.1 Center+Offset Weights
3.1.1 Problem. Standard ReRAM crossbars compute unsigned
sliced products. If each sliced product is ≥ 0, then accumulating
many sliced products will generate large-valued, high-resolution
column sums.

3.1.2 Solution. We shift weights by a center value such that ap-
proximately half of the weights are above the center and half are
below. As a result, when we slice weights and compute with them
in a crossbar, approximately 50/50% of the sliced products come
from positive/negative weights. We then sum the signed sliced
products in-crossbar. Positive and negative sliced products negate,
yielding small-valued column sums even as many sliced products
are accumulated. To maximize the beneficial negation that occurs,
Center+Offset chooses centers that balance the magnitude of posi-
tive/negative slices in each crossbar column.

3.1.3 Tradeoff. RAELLA trades off higher crossbar area to imple-
ment signed arithmetic in-crossbar. Crossbars are dense, so the
area tradeoff is worthwhile to reduce ADC cost. RAELLA also uses
additional storage and low-cost digital circuitry to store and process
center values.

3.1.4 Result. With Center+Offset weights, the column sum dis-
tribution labeled 1○ in Fig. 3 is signed and centered around zero.
Column sum resolution is ≤ 7b 59.2% of the time.

3.2 Adaptive Weight Slicing
3.2.1 Problem. More bits per weight slice increase the values
stored in weight slices, raising column sum values and resolutions.

3.2.2 Solution. Shown in Fig. 7, RAELLA adaptively slices weights
at compilation time. We can reduce the average values stored in
weight slices and reduce column sum resolution by using fewer

bits in each weight slice. However, additional weight slices increase
the storage footprint and number of ADC converts by increasing
the number of columns, so we would like to minimize the number
of slices used. During compilation, we measure errors caused by
fidelity loss. We choose the number of bits in each weight slice to
control errors and minimize the number of slices used. RAELLA
can use a different number of bits for each slice, but all weights in
a layer use the same slicing.
3.2.3 Tradeoff. RAELLA trades off storage density, ADC converts,
and compilation-time preprocessing. ReRAMs and ADC converts
needed increase with number of weight slices. RAELLA uses a
simple preprocessing strategy and reuses DNN weights for many
inferences to minimize preprocessing costs.
3.2.4 Result. With Adaptive Weight Slicing, the column sums la-
beled 2○ in Fig. 3 are more tightly distributed. Column sum resolu-
tion is ≤ 7b 82.1% of the time.

3.3 Dynamic Input Slicing
3.3.1 Problem. More bits per input slice increase the values of
input slices, raising column sum values and resolutions.
3.3.2 Solution. Shown in Fig. 9, RAELLA dynamically slices the
inputs at runtime. RAELLA can use fewer bits per input slice to
reduce column sums. However, this requires more cycles and more
ADC converts. RAELLA uses a dynamic strategy by speculating
with an efficient approach of more bits per input slice. RAELLA
recovers from large-column-sum saturation errors by using fewer
bits per input slice. This approach achieves high efficiency from
speculation and high fidelity from recovery.
3.3.3 Tradeoff. RAELLA trades off throughput and crossbar
energy. While typically speculation is used to increase speed,
RAELLA’s speculation trades off speed to gain efficiency. Extra
cycles are needed to run both speculation and recovery. Addition-
ally, RAELLA’s crossbars consume energy for both speculation
and recovery. As crossbars are high-throughput and efficient, it is
worth the cost to reduce the ADC overhead.
3.3.4 Result. With Dynamic Input Slicing, speculation and recov-
ery column sum distributions labeled 3○ in Fig. 3 are further tight-
ened. In speculation and recovery cycles, column sum resolution is
≤ 7b 98.0% and 99.9% of the time, respectively.

3.4 Accepting Fidelity Loss
3.4.1 Problem. With all of RAELLA’s optimizations, the column
sum resolution can still be greater than ADC resolution. We use
a 7b ADC and produce >7b column sums 0.1% of the time. These
cause the ADC output to saturate at its min/max of -64/63 and
propagate incorrect values to the psum.
3.4.2 Solution. DNNs are inherently noise-tolerant [21, 46] so a
low error rate is acceptable. Table 4 shows that RAELLA’s fidelity
errors cause low loss for a variety of DNNs.

RAELLA uses a 512-row crossbar and a 7b ADC. Even with
minimal 1b input and 1b weight slices, column sum resolution may
be 9b, so it is impossible to guarantee perfect fidelity. With minimal
weight slice sizing, RAELLA reduces ADC-related fidelity errors
to a rate on the order of one error in ten million psums, or one
incorrect psum per ResNet50 [16] inference.
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Figure 4: Center+Offset weights. Standard dot products create
high-resolution values which are difficult to represent in ana-
log. Center+Offset digitally subtracts a center from weights,
computing with near-zero-average offsets in-crossbar.

4 IMPLEMENTING RAELLA’S STRATEGIES
4.1 Implementing Center+Offset Weights
Shown in Fig. 4, we represent DNN weights as a center value plus
or minus a small offset. We select centers to make positive and neg-
ative weight slices approximately the same magnitude for each col-
umn. RAELLA computes signed analog arithmetic, and sliced prod-
ucts from the magnitude-balanced positive/negative weight slices
negate to produce near-zero column sums. This allows RAELLA to
keep small column sums while accumulating sliced products from
many crossbar rows. Meanwhile, RAELLA efficiently processes
high-resolution centers in the digital domain.

We first discuss why Center+Offset is important for balancing
positive/negative weight slices, then show how RAELLA computes
arithmetic with Center+Offset encoding and describe how we cal-
culate optimal center values. Finally, we show the hardware for
computing dot products with Center+Offset encoded weights.

4.1.1 Why Balance Slices. While DNN weight distributions are
commonly cited as zero-mean [14, 73], a zero mean for all weight
values over a DNN does not necessarily mean any given weight
filter is zero-mean, nor that column sums are zero-mean. For that,
we need each individual crossbar column to have weight slices with
a zero mean. This is often not the case, as individual weight filters
and columns of slices randomly converge to different distributions.5

A growing body of works are exploring differential encoding,
which, like Center+Offset, computes signed analog arithmetic [3,
14, 28, 32, 67, 73, 81]. Differential encoding uses positive slices to
represent positive weights and negative slices to represent neg-
ative weights; it can benefit from Center+Offset to balance posi-
tive/negative weight slices and reduce column sum resolution.

Center+Offset can be especially beneficial for filters where
weight slice distributions have noticeable nonzero averages. This
can occur in filters where there is a greater number of negative
than positive weights, such as the filter shown in Fig. 5. Differ-
ential encodings represent these mostly-negative weights with
mostly-negative slices, yielding a negative average for the slices
in each column. After dot products with hundreds of slices, even
slight negative averages can accumulate to create large negative
column sums. This effect can significantly increase ADC saturation
and cause DNN accuracy loss, as shown in Table 4. By balancing
positive/negative slices, Center+Offset reduces per-column biases
and protects from accuracy loss.

5When we say “filter” we mean a set of weights from one dot product that fit in
one crossbar. An output channel of a DNN layer (or “filter” in the traditional sense)
may be partitioned over multiple crossbars if its weights do not fit in a crossbar.
The important aspect is that each crossbar column produces a unique column sum
distribution, regardless of the characteristics of the overall DNN. To account for this,
Center+Offset attempts to balance positive/negative weight slices in each column.

4.1.2 Center+Offset Arithmetic. Given a weight 𝑤 and center 𝜙 ,
we calculate positive offset𝑤+ =𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑤 − 𝜙, 0) and negative offset
𝑤− =𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝜙 −𝑤, 0). For weights above the center, 𝑤+ is the dif-
ference between the weight and the center while𝑤− is zero. The
converse is true for weights below the center. Given weight filter𝑊
programmed as positive/negative offset vectors𝑊+,𝑊− , RAELLA
computes a dot product with input vector 𝐼 as:

𝑊 · 𝐼 =
(
𝜙

∑︁
𝐼

)
+ (𝑊+ −𝑊−)𝐼 (1)

RAELLA computes Eq. 1 at runtime, with 𝜙
∑
𝐼 computed digi-

tally and (𝑊+ −𝑊−)𝐼 in analog.
4.1.3 Calculating Optimal Centers. We calculate centers/offsets
with one-time preprocessing before programming RAELLA. We
calculate a center for each weight filter independently, as weight
distributions and optimal centers vary for different weight filters.

We define an optimization problem to solve for the center value
𝜙 . First, we define a slice 𝑆 as a sequence of inclusive bit indices
[ℎ . . . 𝑙] from the most to least significant index ℎ to 𝑙 (e.g., slice
[7 . . . 4] contains the four most significant bits). Then, we define
a slicing function 𝐷 (ℎ, 𝑙, 𝑥) that crops signed number 𝑥 to contain
the bits from indices ℎ to 𝑙 (shifted so bit 𝑙 is the least significant
position), preserving the sign. Given a weight filter𝑊 and slices
𝑆𝑖∈{1,2,...,𝑁 } = [ℎ𝑖 . . . 𝑙𝑖 ], we solve for the center 𝜙 of𝑊 as follows:

argmin
𝜙∈{1,2,...,255}

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

2𝑙𝑖
( ∑︁
𝑤∈𝑊

𝐷 (ℎ𝑖 , 𝑙𝑖 ,𝑤 − 𝜙)
)4

, (2)

where 𝑁 is the total number of slices, and 𝑤 is a weight in𝑊 .
Eq. (2) balances positive/negative values in each column of weight
slices, assigning higher costs for columns with larger nonzero sums.
The inner sum (∑𝑤∈𝑊 𝐷 (ℎ𝑖 , 𝑙𝑖 ,𝑤 − 𝜙))4 calculates the cost for a
single column, equal to the sum of weight slices in the column
raised to the power of four. Four is chosen empirically; we find that
too low a power does not sufficiently penalize large sums, while
too high a power overvalues the largest-sum column and fails to
consider all columns. The outer sum

∑𝑁
𝑖=1 2

𝑙𝑖 (...) weights cost by
bit position (e.g., the most significant bit in an 8b number has a
magnitude of 27 and the cost of a 1b slice containing only this bit
would also be scaled by 27) and sums costs for all columns. Costs
are weighted by bit position as saturations in higher-order slices
have a greater impact on the psum.

We calculate centers for each weight filter (i.e., a single dot prod-
uct) in the crossbar independently. A coarser granularity, such as a
single center for a full crossbar (i.e., 100+ different filters), would not
be as effective, as different DNN filters can have different weight
distributions and require different centers.

RAELLA’s per-filter centers have the drawback that each center
balances multiple columns for one filter, and therefore may not
be optimal for any one column. Ideally, per-column centers would
be able to precisely zero the average weight slice value for each
column. However, this approach is limited by integer precision
centers. Consider the case where a column of slices has an average
value of 0.4. We could shift all weight slices in the column by −1,
but this would worsen the average by shifting it to −0.6. Instead, we
shift full-precision weight values before slicing, which can reshape
(rather than shift) the value distribution for each individual slice.
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Figure 5: Differential vs. Center+Offset Encoding. Distributions for an InceptionV3 [61] filter with negative-average weight
slices is shown for illustrative purposes. 8b weights / inputs are sliced into four 2b / eight 1b slices. 1 Most of the weights in a
filter are negative. 2 Differential encoding represents negative weights with negative slices, yielding mostly-negative slices
for the filter. Center+Offset balances positive/negative slices. 3 Dot products with mostly-negative slices yield large negative
column sums that cause ADC saturation. Center+Offset reduces column sums. 4 Each DNN filter needs a different center.

Figure 6: 2T2R devices compute signed arithmetic in-crossbar.
Red shows the magnitude and direction of the current flow.
Grayed-out devices are off (set to the high-resistance state).

This distribution reshaping can make smaller adjustments to the
average weight slice value in each column.
4.1.4 Center+Offset In Hardware. Computing psums with Eq. (1)
requires two terms. The first term, the input sum 𝜙

∑
𝐼 , is calcu-

lated digitally. Crossbar columns share input vectors, so the sum
calculation is amortized across columns.

The second term is the vector-vector multiplication with offsets.
(𝑊+ −𝑊−)𝐼 is calculated in analog by the crossbar. RAELLA uses
2T2R devices, shown in Fig. 6, to realize analog subtraction in-
crossbar.6 2T2R, with two ReRAMs (2R) per weight accessed via
two access transistors (2T), have been explored as a method to
represent signed weights [3, 27, 28, 67, 74]. One ReRAM device
is connected to a positive source and the other a negative source,
letting 2T2Rs add to or subtract from column sums. For each weight,
we program positive/negative offsets𝑤+/𝑤− into the two ReRAMs.
As one offset is zero for any given weight, one ReRAM device is
used in each pair. Added ReRAMs and access transistors increase
RAELLA’s crossbar size, but crossbars are small, and the increase
in system area is only ∼ 10%.

4.2 Implementing Adaptive Weight Slicing
Adaptive Weight Slicing minimizes the weight slices used for each
DNN layer. It uses as many bits as possible in each slice without ex-
cess fidelity loss. Fig. 7 shows various slicings available to RAELLA.
More bits per slice means fewer slices per weight, denser storage,
and fewer ADC converts, but more bits also increase the values
stored in each weight slice and raise the chance of high-resolution
column sums. RAELLA can use a different number of bits for each
slice, but all weights in a layer use the same slicing.

The bit density, or probability that a given bit is 1, affects the
values in weight slices. Fig. 8 shows per-bit densities for DNN inputs
and weights in a typical DNN layer. Input values generally follow

6Analog subtraction can also be done with circuits [20] 1T2R [81], and SRAMs [40, 78].

Figure 7: (Top) Weight Slice Crossbar Footprints. (Bottom)
DNN Per-Layer Weight Slicings. Increasing slice count low-
ers column sums and saturation chance, but increases Con-
verts/MAC. Most layers use three slices per weight.

Figure 8: (Left) DNN input/weight value distributionswithout
slicing and (Right) per-bit densities. The second-to-last layer
of ResNet50 is shown, representing a typical DNN layer. Bell-
curve-distributed weights can be split about a center into two
similar distributions with sparse high-order bits. Unsigned
inputs have naturally-sparse high-order bits.

right-skewed distributions, yielding sparse high-order bits. Weight
values generally follow rough bell curves. When represented with
Center+Offset encoding, this also yields sparse high-order bits. Due
to sparsity in the high-order weight bits, in most layers, 4b weight
slices can store the highest-order 4b of weights with low values and
low column sums. Low-order weight bits are denser and usually
require a lower 2b per weight slice. Fig. 7 shows the per-layer
slicings of DNNs. Most layers use the 4b-2b-2b setup with three
weight slices: one weight slice for the highest-order four bits and
two weight slices storing two low-order bits each.

4.2.1 Error Budgets. We could choose weight slices to minimize
saturation, but this is too conservative. DNNs can tolerate some
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error, so we would like to allow a small amount of saturation. Un-
fortunately, it is difficult to predict how slicing impacts saturation
and how saturation affects error in DNN layer outputs. Too-large
column sums cause saturation, and column sums are affected by
input/weight distributions, input/weight slice distributions, corre-
lations between distributions, the number of weights per filter, and
random variance. Furthermore, 16b psums are digitally quantized
into 8b outputs [82], which may magnify or shrink the error.

To capture all these factors, we take an empirical approach. We
define the error budget as the average magnitude error allowed for
nonzero outputs of a layer after outputs are fully computed and
quantized to 8b. Only nonzero outputs are countedwhen calculating
average magnitude error to give a more consistent calculation for
layers with varying output sparsity.7

To calculate error, we use ten inputs chosen randomly from the
validation set. It suffices to use so few inputs because changing
slicings may change the error by an order of magnitude or more,
and these differences are easily detected.8 The order-of-magnitude
differences stem from the shape of the column sum distribution
(Fig. 3). The distribution tails shrink exponentially, so changes in
the distribution width (i.e., due to slicings) have an exponential
effect on the saturation rate.

The error budget is set to 0.09 in our tests, corresponding to one
in eleven 8b outputs being off by one on average. After quantization,
the errors created by ADC saturation are generally small and cause
a low accuracy loss, shown in Table 4.
4.2.2 Choosing Weight Slices. Weight slices are calculated with
the preprocessing procedure shown in Algorithm 1. Preprocess-
ing occurs once when compiling a DNN for RAELLA, taking 10-
1000ms per layer on an Nvidia RTX 2060 GPU. After preprocessing,
sliced+encoded weights are programmed to crossbars for use with
any number of inferences.

For an M-bit weight and up to N bits per ReRAM, we define a
slicing as a tuple of integers 1 ≤ 𝑠0 ..𝑠 𝑗 ≤ 𝑁 such that

∑
𝑠𝑖 = 𝑀 . For

8b weights, ≤ 4b per ReRAM, slicings include (4b,4b), (2b,1b,1b,4b),
and (1b,2b,2b,3b). There are 108 slicings in total.

To find the best slicing for a DNN layer, we iterate through all
108 slicings. For each, we Center+Offset encode weights following
Section 4.1, simulate the crossbar with ten test inputs, and record
error. We choose the slicing that uses the fewest slices and has
below-budget error. For slicings with the same number of weight
slices, the lower-error slicing is chosen.

We use 1b input slices when comparing weight slicings. We al-
ways use the most conservative 1b per weight slice for the last
layer. The last layer has an outsized effect on DNN accuracy [6]
and a less efficient last-layer slicing has little effect on overall en-
ergy/throughput as intermediate layers dominate DNNs (Fig. 7).
4.2.3 AdaptiveWeight Slicing in Hardware. Given 4b ReRAMs, each
can be programmed with 24 − 1 analog levels. To program 3b or 2b
slices, we use the lowest 23 − 1 or 22 − 1 levels. Given a 3b weight
slice XXX, this corresponds to programming a device with 0XXX.
This is only a restriction of the available range and therefore does
7This is important when ReLU is folded into quantization. If ReLU zeros an output, it
will likely zero any error associated with that output as well. If ReLU zeros many out-
puts, then average error is lowered while error per nonzero output remains consistent.
8In fact, this algorithm usually picks the same slicings when testing just one input. If
we test with Gaussian noise as input, then slicings match for > 90% of layers.

Algorithm1: Preprocessing Weight Slicing and Centers
1 Func SliceEncodeWeights(layer, testInputs, errorBudget)

/* DNN layer preprocessing. Requires a layer (shape,
quantization, weights), test inputs (activations
from ten images/tokens in this paper), and a
scalar error budget (0.09 in this paper). */

slicing = FindBestSlicing(layer, testInputs, errorBudget)
2 centers = FindOptimalCenters(layer, slicing)
3 return slicing, centers
4

5 Func FindBestSlicing(layer, testInputs, errorBudget)
/* Implementation of Adaptive Weight Slicing from

Sec. 4.2. 10-1000ms per layer. */

6 expectedOutputs = layer.Run(testInputs)
7 possibleSlicings = GetAllPossibleSlicings()

8 bestSlicing = possibleSlicings[0]
9 bestNSlices = CountSlices(bestSlicing)

10 bestError =∞
11 for 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 ∈ 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑆𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 do
12 centers = FindOptimalCenters(layer, slicing)
13 outputs = layer.SimulateCrossbar(testInputs, slicing,

centers)
14 errors = |expectedOutputs - outputs|
15 meanError = Mean(errors[expectedOutputs != 0])
16 nSlices = CountSlices(slicing)
17 betterSlicing = nSlices < bestNSlices ||

(nSlices==bestNSlices && meanError < bestError)
18 if meanError < errorBudget && betterSlicing then
19 bestSlicing = slicing
20 bestNSlices = nSlices
21 bestError = meanError
22 return bestSlicing
23

24 Func FindOptimalCenters(layer, slicing)
/* Solve Center+Offset Eq. (2). <1ms per layer.

Returns a center for each weight filter. */

25 centers = SolveOptimizationProblem(layer, slicing)
26 return centers

not require a change to ReRAMs. Crossbars already need shift+add
circuits to add column sums across weight and input slices; adaptive
slicing requires only changing the shift+add pattern.

The main overhead depends on the number of weight slices.
Each additional weight slice increases required ReRAMs and ADC
converts. RAELLA can use between two weight slices (4b/slice,
most efficient) and eight weight slices (1b/slice, least efficient). Most
layers use three weight slices.

4.3 Implementing Dynamic Input Slicing
Dynamic Input Slicing balances high-efficiency more-bit input
slices and high-fidelity fewer-bit input slices. We would like to
minimize the input slices and thus ADC converts, while also avoid-
ing fidelity loss due to high-resolution column sums. Unlike with
weights, the input slicing can be changed at runtime. This allows us
to speculate with an efficient, aggressive slicing and recover with
a conservative slicing. In speculation, RAELLA uses three input
slices, which has high efficiency but a higher chance of creating
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Figure 9: Speculative Computation. Speculative cycles use 2–4
bits per input slice, with fewer ADC converts per input but
a higher saturation chance. Recovery cycles use 1-bit input
slices andADCs only process columns that failed speculation.

large, high-resolution column sums. In recovery, RAELLA uses the
most conservative eight 1b input slices.

The procedure for speculation and recovery is shown in Fig. 9.
First, a 4b high-order slice is speculatively fed to the crossbar, and
column sums are converted by ADCs. If a column sum is too large,
it will saturate at the ADC bounds of [−64, 64). If an ADC output
equals either of these bounds, an error is detected and marked as
a speculation failure. Next, after all columns are processed, the 4b
input slice is resliced into 1b slices and processed again over four
recovery cycles. To save energy in recovery, ADCs are power-gated
for columns that speculated successfully. In the rare event that an
ADC saturates in recovery, we accept fidelity loss and propagate
the saturated value. After the four recovery slices are processed, the
process repeats for the following speculation and recovery cycles.

4.3.1 Dynamic Input Slicing In Hardware. Given a 4b DAC, analog
input slices can take one of 24 − 1 analog levels. For an N-bit input
slice, we can use the lowest 2𝑁 −1 levels. Given a 3b input slice XXX,
this corresponds to converting 0XXX. As this is only a restriction of
the available range, it does not require changing the DAC hardware.

To track successful/failed speculations, RAELLA stores specula-
tion success flags in a buffer for each crossbar. In recovery, ADCs
only convert column sums that failed speculation.

The entire ReRAM crossbar is one unit, so all columns speculate
and recover together. As it is highly likely that at least one col-
umn will fail speculation, crossbars always run recovery. Therefore,
RAELLA’s speculation saves energy at the cost of speed (unlike the
common use of speculation for speed, e.g., CPU branch prediction).

Speculation also increases crossbar energy, as all columns and
ReRAMs run both speculation and recovery cycles. Recovery cycles
consume less energy than speculation cycles, as ReRAM devices use
less energy with smaller input values [29] and ADCs only process
a small fraction of columns in recovery cycles.

4.3.2 Dynamic Input Slicing System Effects. RAELLA can run with-
out speculation, processing eight recovery slices alone. With this
approach, each column would require eight ADC converts for all
eight input slices. With speculation, three ADC converts are needed
instead to process three 2-4b speculative input slices. Across our
baselines, speculation fails approximately 2% of the time, requiring
2-4 recovery converts depending on which speculative slice failed.
Overall, speculation succeeds ∼ 98% of the time and reduces ADC
converts by ∼ 60% over a recovery-only approach. An average of
three speculative converts + 0.3 recovery converts are required to
process each column.

Figure 10: The RAELLA Architecture. (1) The base unit is a
crossbar. (2) Four crossbars make up an IMA. (3) Eight IMAs
make up a tile. Components are colored blue for input stor-
age/processing, green for weights, and red for outputs.

While RAELLA saves ADC converts with speculation, it trades
off throughput and crossbar energy. RAELLA’s crossbars require
eleven cycles to run all three speculation + eight recovery slices.
Alternatively, a no-speculation approach could run only the eight
recovery slices, increasing throughput but also increasing the num-
ber of ADC converts required.

5 RAELLA ARCHITECTURE AND PIPELINE
The high-level RAELLA architecture is shown in Fig. 10. RAELLA’s
organization mostly follows that of ISAAC [54]. We describe the
RAELLA architecture from the bottom up, show RAELLA’s dataflow,
then describe how RAELLA reduces analog nonidealities.

5.1 Crossbar
Crossbars consist of 512× 512 2T2Rs. Each crossbar is programmed
with weights from one DNN layer, and each weight filter uses 2-8
crossbar columns based on the DNN layer slicing (Section 4.1).

To process inputs, we use 4b pulse-train DACs for their simple
hardware [32] and superior linearity [55]. Pulse-train DACs encode
an N-bit input slice with a number of pulses up to 2𝑁 − 1. The
DAC consists of a simple row driver to apply input pulses, a 1b
flip-flop to store the current input bit, and an AND gate acting as
an enable signal [32]. To output a 4b value, the most significant bit
is first loaded into the flip-flop and a global clock generates eight
1ns pulses. The DAC outputs the AND’ed value of the clock and its
stored value, equal to eight pulses if the bit is on and zero otherwise.
Subsequent bits are loaded sequentially and run for four, two, and
one pulse(s), respectively.

DACs activate the 2T2R access transistors and each 2T2R device
computes a sliced product that it adds or subtracts from the column
sum. Column sums appear as a current on a column, which is
buffered and scaled by a current buffer [24] before being captured
as capacitor voltages and held by sample+hold circuits [38].

Next, four 7b ADCs [23] convert the 512 column sums in
100ns [54]. 7b signed ADC results are summed by shift+add circuits
and accumulated in 16b psum buffers [82].

With the most-dense slicing of two slices per weight, one cross-
bar may produce up to 256 psums, which are stored in a 256-entry
psum buffer. Each entry stores a 16b psum + 8b success flags, for a
768B psum buffer total capacity.
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In speculation/recovery cycles, inputs are streamed to crossbars
once for each cycle. In speculation, ADCs process all columns. If
an ADC saturates, the psum is not updated and the success flag is
marked. In recovery, all success flags are checked. ADCs process
and write results only for columns that failed speculation.

The crossbar cycle is pipelined in two stages [54]. In the first
stage, the DACs supply input pulses, the crossbar computes analog
column sums, and the results are latched in sample+hold circuits.
4b pulse train DACs with 1ns/1ns on/off pulse width take 30ns to
send up to 15 input pulses. Crossbars settle and produce column
sums in less than a nanosecond [17]. In the second stage, ADCs
convert sample+hold results in 100ns [54]. The overall crossbar
cycle time is 100ns from the slower-stage ADC processing.

RAELLA utilizes input bit sparsity to reduce column sum val-
ues and crossbar energy, benefiting from the high bit sparsity of
unsigned inputs (Fig. 8). If inputs are signed, RAELLA processes
positive/negative inputs in two separate cycles to generate sparsity.

5.2 In-Situ Multiply Accumulate
Four crossbars are organized into an In-Situ Multiply Accumu-
late (IMA) with an input buffer [54]. An input network sends in-
put vectors to crossbars, and if all inputs are shared between two
crossbars, the input vector is multicast. To exploit temporal input
reuse [47, 59], the input buffer stores reused inputs between cross-
bar cycles. The four crossbars can process up to 4 × 512 = 2048
inputs across all rows, so the buffer is sized 2kB.

To support Center+Offset weights, each IMA includes a weight
center buffer and digital addition circuitry to calculate input sums.
A running sum is kept for each crossbar. To exploit input reuse [47],
we add inputs to the sum when they are first used in crossbar
columns and subtract when they are last used. If different crossbar
columns use different subsets of the inputs, RAELLA adds/subtracts
inputs in a streaming fashion while processing columns.

5.3 Tile
Eight IMAs are organized into a tile. Each tile includes a 64kB
eDRAM buffer [54] storing 8b inputs/outputs, digital maxpool
units, and quantization circuits. RAELLA digitally computes 8b
per-channel quantization [82], allocating 32b per output channel
to store a FP16 quantization scale and bias [82], or 32kB per tile.

5.4 Accelerator & Programming
Like ISAAC [54], every four tiles share a router enabling on-chip
communication. When a tile completes a set of outputs, it sends
data to the next tile via its router. If a layer has more weights than
a tile can store, its weights are split across multiple tiles.

Like other PIM accelerators [24, 47, 54, 80], RAELLA is pro-
grammed once for many inferences to mitigate high ReRAM write
energy [45]. When compiling a configuration for RAELLA, we use
lightweight preprocessing for Center+Offset and Adaptive Weight
Slicing, as discussed in Section 4.2.2.

5.5 DNN Dataflow
Each DNN layer is mapped to one crossbar if it fits. Otherwise, it will
spill over to more crossbars, IMAs, and tiles. RAELLA’s interlayer
dataflow follows ISAAC’s [54] to minimize eDRAM footprint and
inter-tile communication requirements. Fig. 11 shows RAELLA’s

Figure 11: Dataflow. One row of outputs for a layer are com-
puted at a time. Tiles receive/send inputs/outputs once.

dataflow. DNN layers are run in a pipeline across parallel tiles.
Tiles generate one row of a layer’s output tensor at a time, reusing
previously-used input rows and fetching only new input rows. As
a tile produces rows of the output tensor from top to bottom, in-
put rows are consumed from the previous tile in the same order.
Communication and data reuse patterns are coordinated by pat-
tern generators and fixed at program time. Below the tile level,
Timeloop [41] is used to find optimal data reuse patterns.

RAELLA replicates weights to increase throughput following
previous work [24, 54, 56]. If there is space, weights are replicated
in-crossbar to compute multiple convolution steps using a partial
Toeplitz expansion [11, 24]. Weights can be further replicated across
crossbars, IMAs, or tiles. Replication follows a greedy scheme: while
there are tiles left, the lowest-throughput layer is replicated.

5.6 RAELLA Reduces Analog Nonidealities
PIM crossbars can suffer from nonidealities such as IR drop and
sneak current. RAELLA reduces these relative to ISAAC.

High current traversing long crossbar columns causes IR drop,
which can cause accuracy loss [7, 75]. Positive/negative 2T2R de-
vices consume current from their neighbors, reducing IR drop [28,
81]. Furthermore, RAELLA’s ADC saturates at 64, or fewer than five
ReRAMs in the highest-conductance state. Therefore, RAELLA’s
columns must only tolerate current from five ReRAMs, compared
to an ISAAC-like design that sums current for 128 ReRAMs.

Sneak current, or leakage through off ReRAMs, can cause accu-
racy loss [7]. Sneak current is zero in 2T2R crossbars as the leakages
from positive and negative ReRAMs negate [81].

6 EVALUATION
RAELLA is compared to accelerators ISAAC [54], FORMS-8 [80],
and TIMELY [24]. ISAAC does not require DNN retraining. FORMS
is Weight-Count-Limited and TIMELY is Sum-Fidelity-Limited, so
both retrain to recover DNN accuracy.

First, we show the efficiency and throughput gain of RAELLA
in a non-retraining setting by comparing RAELLA’s energy and
throughput with those of ISAAC. We show that RAELLA achieves
high throughput and efficiency without changing the DNN models.

Next, we show competitiveness with DNN-retraining architec-
tures by comparing RAELLA to FORMS and TIMELY. We show that
RAELLA matches the efficiency/performance of these architectures
without needing to retrain.
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Then, we show RAELLA’s low accuracy loss and compare
to FORMS and TIMELY. We also show the accuracy benefits of
RAELLA’s Center+Offset encoding.

6.1 Methodology
Models of RAELLA, ISAAC, and FORMS are created using Accel-
ergy/Timeloop [41, 71, 72] in the 32nm technology node. The ar-
chitectures are modified to support 8b DNNs as described in Sec-
tion 6.1.2. Under a 600𝑚𝑚2 area budget, RAELLA fits 743 tiles while
ISAAC and FORMS fit 1024 tiles each. Results for TIMELY are from
the original paper [24]. To compare to TIMELY, we scale RAELLA
to TIMELY’s 65nm tech node and use TIMELY’s analog components
(TDC, IAdder, Charging+Comparator) and ReRAM devices [13] in
RAELLA. RAELLA’s error budget is set to 0.09 in all tests.

6.1.1 Component Models. SRAMs are modeled in CACTI [18].
Models of networks, routers, and eDRAM buffers are from
ISAAC [54]. eDRAM refresh is not an issue as tiles consume data
faster than a refresh period [63]. RAELLA uses the ADC [23] from
ISAAC scaled to 7b following [52]. DAC, input driver, and crossbar
area/energy are generated using a modified NeuroSim [2, 44]. 2T2R
area is pessimistically estimated as the sum area of two ReRAMs
and two min-sized transistors, ignoring potential stacking between
chip layers [27, 66]. DACs use a flip-flop and an AND gate for each
row to generate pulse trains [32], where each pulse is 1ns and each
4b input slice can comprise up to 15 pulses. ReRAM parameters
are taken from TIMELY [5, 24], using a 0.2V read voltage and
1kΩ/20kΩ on/off resistance [13, 17]. Current buffers that capture
analog column sums are taken from TIMELY [24]. Outputs are
quantized with a multiply/truncate and activation functions are
fused into quantization [82]. Maxpool units and sampling capaci-
tors consume negligibly little energy/area [24, 54]. One crossbar
cycle is 100ns, and crossbars produce a set of psums every 11 cycles
(three speculation input slices + eight recovery input slices) unless
bottlenecked by the interlayer dataflow. Latency is doubled for
signed inputs as positive/negative inputs are processed in separate
cycles. With speculation disabled, crossbars require eight cycles
and 800ns to produce a set of psums.

6.1.2 Models of ISAAC and FORMS. ISAAC [54] and FORMS [80]
models are validated against the results presented in their papers
with < 10% energy and throughput error. After validating, wemodel
ISAAC and FORMS using the same components used in RAELLA for
a fair apples-to-apples comparison. In particular, the DAC/crossbars
are modeled using a modified NeuroSim [2, 44] which captures
the data-dependent energy consumption of analog components.
We modify both architectures and add quantization hardware to
run 8b DNNs. After scaling to 8b, our ISAAC baseline has ∼ 4×
higher efficiency and throughput than the original ISAAC while
our FORMS baseline has ∼ 2× higher efficiency and throughput
than the original FORMS. For FORMS, we use the highest reported
pruning ratio. For a fair comparison, we modify ISAAC to support
the partial-Toeplitz mappings [11, 24] that RAELLA supports, which
increased the throughput of ISAAC by an additional 1−1.9×. These
mappings were not beneficial to FORMS.

6.2 DNN Models and Test Sets
We test on seven representative DNNs. Six are CNNs from the
PyTorch [42] Torchvision [31] quantized library: GoogLeNet [60],
InceptionV3 [61], Resnet18 [16], ResNet50 [16], ShuffleNetV2 [30],
and MobileNetV2 [53]. ShuffleNetV2 and MobileNetV2 are compact
with small filters, while the others are large models. We report
accuracy for the ImageNet [10] validation set.

Additionally, we test a Transformer [64] BERT-Large [70] on
the Stanford Question Answering Dataset [49] to show RAELLA’s
effectiveness on cutting-edge Transformers. For BERT-Large, we
accelerate the feedforward layers. Other works explore accelerating
Transformer attention [39, 58, 77]. BERT-Large shows RAELLA’s
performance with a non-ReLU activation and signed inputs.

6.3 Efficiency And Throughput: No Retraining
RAELLA is evaluated and compared to ISAAC running off-the-shelf
models of all DNNs. Fig. 12 shows efficiency and throughput results.
RAELLA improves energy efficiency 2.9 to 4.9× (geomean 3.9×).
Efficiency gains come mainly from ADC energy reduction. RAELLA
uses a 7b ADC, while ISAAC uses an 8bADC. Furthermore, RAELLA
uses larger crossbars, more bits per input slice/weight slice, and
speculation to reduce ADC converts by 5 to 15×.

RAELLA’s throughput benefits come from large 512×512 (versus
ISAAC’s 128 × 128) and denser 2-4 bits per weight slice (versus
ISAAC’s 2b per weight slice). Larger and denser weight storage
and computation give RAELLA a throughput benefit of 0.7 to 3.3×
(geomean 2.0×).

Without speculation, RAELLA runs recovery slices only, reduc-
ing relative efficiency benefits to 2.8× geomean due to higher ADC
energy. Relative throughput increases to 2.7× geomean as crossbars
do not run the three speculation slices, and psums are computed in
eight crossbar cycles instead of eleven.

RAELLA is more effective with unsigned inputs and larger DNNs.
Positive/negative inputs (e.g., those in BERT) are processed in sep-
arate cycles, reducing throughput gains, and small filters in Shuf-
fleNet and MobileNet poorly utilize the large crossbars of RAELLA.

6.4 Comparison with Retraining Architectures
RAELLA is compared to TIMELY and FORMS-8. We show geomean
ResNet18/ResNet50 results since we have data for these DNNs on
all baselines. RAELLA runs off-the-shelf models, while FORMS [80]
runs pruned-retrained versions and TIMELY [24] runs requantized-
retrained versions.

Fig. 13 compares RAELLA’s efficiency/throughput to FORMS and
TIMELY. RAELLA is able to match the throughput of FORMS and
exceed the efficiency of both FORMS and TIMELY. In the TIMELY
comparison, we find that 65nm RAELLA is more efficient without
speculation. This is because 65nm-RAELLA uses TIMELY’s analog
components, including TIMELY’s highly efficient ADC. Speculation
is useful when ADC costs dominate, but the tradeoffs may not be
worthwhile if the ADC is not a major contributor to overall energy.

6.5 Accuracy Comparison
We compare RAELLA with three baselines. RAELLA Center+Offset
is the standard RAELLA, configured with a 0.09 error budget.
To showcase the benefits of Center+Offset, we compare it with
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Figure 12: Efficiency and throughput normalized to the ISAAC architecture. Both architectures run DNNs without retraining.
RAELLA with/without speculation increases efficiency 3.9 × /2.8× and throughput by 2.0 × /2.7× geomean.

Figure 13: Comparison with FORMS and TIMELY. FORMS
and TIMELY run retrained DNNs. RAELLA offers competi-
tive/superior throughput/efficiency without retraining.

RAELLA
Center+Offset

RAELLA
Zero+Offset

FORMS
[80]

TIMELY
[24]

Retrained No No Yes Yes
Accuracy Drop %. Negative is accuracy gain.
ResNet18 0.06 0.16 0.62 ≤ 0.1
ResNet50 -0.08 0.30 0.70 ≤ 0.1
MobileNetV2 0.03 10.17 - -
ShuffleNetV2 0.14 16.36 - -
GoogLeNet -0.02 1.53 - -
InceptionV3 -0.03 3.72 - -
BERT-Large 0.12 0.46 - -

Table 4: Accuracy Comparison. BERT-Large compares F1
loss, while others compare Imagenet Top-5 loss. Zero+Offset
causes high accuracy loss; Center+Offset is essential to pre-
serve accuracy. FORMS and TIMELY retrain, while RAELLA
maintains low accuracy loss without retraining.

RAELLA Zero+Offset, which implements a common-practice differ-
ential encoding (described in Section 4.1) by setting centers to zero.
We use the same slicings for RAELLA Center+Offset and RAELLA
Zero+Offset to match efficiency/throughput. Additionally, we show
the reported accuracy of FORMS and TIMELY after retraining.

Table 4 shows the accuracy results. RAELLA with Center+Offest
encoding causes little to no accuracy loss. Zero+Offset (differen-
tial encoding) causes substantial accuracy degradation due to high
ADC saturation rates, as described in Section 4.1. Zero+Offset accu-
racy drop varies greatly across DNNs due to varying filter weight
distributions. TIMELY and FORMS recover from accuracy loss by
retraining DNNs.

7 ABLATION STUDIES
To isolate the effects of each of RAELLA’s strategies, we begin with
an ISAAC architecture and apply strategies sequentially. In the
energy ablation, we test the efficiency benefits of each of RAELLA’s
strategies. In the accuracy ablation, we test RAELLA’s strategies
against increasing analog noise. All test setups maintain high fi-
delity. The four test setups are the following:

Figure 14: Energy Ablation. Each of RAELLA’s strategies in-
creases PIM architecture efficiency. Batch size is varied across
DNNs to keep overall energy in the same range.

• ISAAC: an 8b ISAAC. 128 × 128 crossbars, unsigned arith-
metic. Four 2b weight slices, eight 1b input slices. 8b ADC.

• Center+Offset: previous setup, plus crossbar size increased
to 512 × 512 2T2R with Center+Offset arithmetic. ADC reso-
lution is reduced to 7b.

• Center+Offset, Adaptive Weight Slicing: previous setup, plus
weight slicings are chosen per-layer following Section 4.2.2.
Most layers use three weight slices in a 4b-2b-2b pattern.

• RAELLA: previous setup, plus Dynamic Input Slicing and
speculation enabled. RAELLA’s registers/networks are added.
RAELLA runs a 2-4 bit speculation input slice followed by
2-4 one-bit recovery input slices. In recovery cycles, ADCs
do not convert columns where speculation succeeded.

7.1 Energy Ablation
Fig. 14 shows the following results:

• ISAAC: ADCs dominate overall energy. Converts/MAC is
0.25. Per-component energy breakdown varies depending
on DNN input/weight values, crossbar utilization, and digital
data movement requirements.

• Center+Offset: enables a 4× scale-up in crossbar rows/columns
and reduces ADC resolution. Center+Offset bit sparsity low-
ers crossbar energy. Large crossbars decrease data movement
energy and reduce Converts/MAC from 0.25 to 0.063. Digital
center processing, which requires one input addition and one
multiply/subtract per several hundred MACs, contributes
negligible energy.

• AdaptiveWeight Slicing: reduces ADC energy ∼ 25% as most
layers use three weight slices instead of four. Converts/MAC
is reduced to 0.047.
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Figure 15: Accuracy drop at increasing analog noise. Center+Offset and Adaptive Weight Slicing increase noise tolerance.
Dynamic Input Slicing maintains accuracy despite speculation failures; recovery prevents accuracy loss.

• Speculation: reduces ADC energy by 60%. Increases cross-
bar/DAC energy due to speculation cycles. Increases the in-
put buffer energy due to 2× fetches. Usually decreases output
buffer energy due to fewer psum writebacks. Converts/MAC
is 0.018.

7.2 Accuracy and In-Crossbar Noise Ablation
Using the same four ablation setups, we evaluate DNN accuracy
running on RAELLA with varying levels of noise. All PIM architec-
tures suffer from analog variation and noise, but RAELLA tolerates
noise with lower accuracy loss.

We model variation and noise as a Gaussian distribution that we
add to column sums [17]. Given positive/negative sliced product
sums 𝑁+ and 𝑁− , we model the column sum asN(`, 𝜎2). For noise
level 𝐸, we set the mean ` to the ideal column sum (𝑁+ − 𝑁−) and
the standard deviation 𝜎 = 𝐸

√
𝑁+ + 𝑁− . After calculating a column

sum, it is sent to an ADC and will be saturated at [−64, 64) if out
of range. Noise is additive across positive/negative sliced products.
We test with up to 12% error, or 𝜎 ≈ 4 for 512 2𝑏 × 2𝑏 MACs.

We make two changes to ISAAC to improve noise tolerance for
a fair comparison. ISAAC’s encoding strategy relies on an analog
circuit that sums crossbar inputs [54]. This component has been
shown to degrade accuracy under noise [73], so we replace it with a
digital equivalent. For BERT accuracy, we give ISAAC two cycles to
process positive/negative inputs, matching RAELLA. This provides
additional noise resistance. Fig. 15 shows the following:

• ISAAC: all DNNs suffer high accuracy loss for noise > 4%.
ISAAC uses unsigned weights, which have dense high-order
bits (Fig. 8). Dense bits generate larger, higher-noise values,
and noise in high-order slices creates large errors in results.

• Center+Offset: this is critical. Offset encoding provides noise
resistance [73], and Center+Offset increases bit sparsity and
decreases noise. Intuitively, digital center processing moves
much of the computation out of the noisy analog domain.

• Adaptive Weight Slicing: accuracy is further improved.
RAELLA’s empirical slicing strategy is noise-aware, allow-
ing RAELLA to adapt slicing to varying levels of noise. As
noise increases, Adaptive Weight Slicing uses fewer bits per
weight slice to reduce error, with five weight slices for most
layers at the highest tested noise.

• RAELLA: with speculation, RAELLA maintains accuracy
similar to that of a no-speculation approach. The recovery
step prevents accuracy drop due to failed speculations.

We find that RAELLA can maintain DNN accuracy at higher
noise levels, while on ISAAC, all DNNs suffer sharp accuracy loss

at lower noise levels. Compact DNNs suffer higher accuracy degra-
dation from errors compared to larger DNNs [76]. BERT uniquely
benefits from the sparsity generated by two-cycle positive/negative
inputs. This, along with BERT’s large size, allows BERT to maintain
better accuracy at high noise levels.

RAELLA can adapt to varying noise; adaptive weight slicing au-
tomatically trades off storage density and efficiency for correctness
by using fewer bits per slice in higher-noise scenarios. This lets
RAELLA maintain accuracy without retraining while extracting as
much efficiency as possible under noise constraints.

8 RELATEDWORK
Xiao et al. [73] provide an in-depth and insightful exploration of
DNN accuracy versus fidelity, differential encoding, and PIM design
space decisions. We urge the reader to read this work for a deeper
understanding of the tradeoffs explored in RAELLA.

Multiple works push the bounds of low ADC resolution.
TinyADC [79] retrains while pruning DNN weight bits, achieving
impressive reductions in column sum resolution. BRAHMS [57]
tailors ADC quantization steps for each layer to maximize DNN
accuracy under fidelity loss. Guo et al. [15] exploit naturally-low
column sums to reduce ADC resolution and scale the number of
crossbar rows used based on a column sum prediction. McDanel
et al. [33] explore low-resolution ADC quantization and DNN
error tolerance. RAELLA achieves much greater ADC resolution
reductions than these works (2b-3b vs. 10b).

Newton [36] improves ISAAC by varying ADC resolution, using
heterogeneous tiles, and using transformations that reduce compu-
tation. These are orthogonal to RAELLA; it would be interesting to
see how an accelerator may combine both.

9 CONCLUSION
RAELLA shows that PIM accelerators can reduce high ADC costs
without retraining or modifying DNNs. By encoding for low-
resolution analog outputs and changing slicing patterns, RAELLA
can reshape the distributions of computed analog values. RAELLA
uses this ability to keep computed analog values low-resolution and
high-fidelity while extracting as much efficiency and throughput as
possible from each DNN layer. We hope that, by expanding the set
of retraining-free strategies available to PIM designers, RAELLA
will inspire future hardware strategies, permit novel co-design
opportunities, and broaden the scope in which PIM can be used.
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